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Abstract -- The optimal location of shunt compensators to
improve voltage stability and branch flows in Nigeria’s
330kv network was investigated. The Nigerian bus system
which operates at 330kV with 41 buses was evaluated for
voltage drop index at load buses when active power value
is varied at constant reactive power values. With the power
varied from a base case through five steps of 10%
increment, the result of the total voltage drop index ranked
Yola, Omotosho and Maiduguri in descending order as the
optimal locations for shunt compensation. Aided with this
ranking, load flow analyses were executed for the
individual and simultaneous shunt compensation at these
buses. Each of the compensated cases, when compared
with the base case bus, the tabulated load flow and bar
chart results showed significant improvement due to the
compensations. However, the singular and simultaneous
compensation involving two of these three buses did not
eliminate bus voltage violation in other buses as it is
supposed to be. The best steady state operation recorded
occurred when the trio of buses at Maiduguri. Omotosho
and Yola were all shunt compensated with appropriately
sized Static var compensation (SVC) for which no network
bus had any form of bus voltage violation.
Indexed Terms: FACTS, TCSC, SVC, Voltage profile

I.
INTRODUCTION
Human
population
growth
matched
by
industrialization is in league to push up electrical
energy demand, subjecting the electric power
system network configuration and operation to
excessive stress. Alleviating this stress for reliable
system operation is an enormous challenge.
The general consensus among academicians,
practitioners and policy makers is that direct access to
the transmission grid is indispensable for competitive
electricity market [1]. Yet, the combined synergy
of operations by these independent entities is to
optimize system security and ensure the sustenance
of reliable supply.
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Transmission lines’ overloading, congestion and stress
can occur as a result of network location concentration
between
generation
and
load.
Ageing
transmission facilities based on life-cycle may be
strengthened by repairs and replacement of
components, if its towers, transformers and
conductors have sufficient evacuation margins to
accommodate increase in demand. In
Contrast, systems with insufficient capacity margins
pose unique operating challenges especially in the
absence of effective expansion investment planning
and evacuation. As population and industrialization
grows, such power system deteriorates with demand
exceeding evacuated power and the result is stress on
transmission facilities, voltage instability and
collapses.
The impacts of adding new, expanding or reinforcing
existing transmission facility is long term remedy. For
continued operation of an existing stressed electric
power system, sustainable short- term measures are
preferred.
Flexible
Alternating
Current
Transmission
Systems (FACTS) was developed and deployed as a
sustainable short- term measure to control system
operation by ensuring voltage stability and
increasing transmission line
capacity.
It
is
currently incorporated in the implementation of
Electric Power System Smart Grids. FACTS devices
are of various types based on the desired functions. But
to achieve increased transmission capacity
With economic considerations, FACTS types; the
Static Vary Compensator (SVC) and the ThermistorControlled Series Capacitor (TCSC) are used for
this
study. According to [2], in order to truly
investigate singular or combined impacts of these
devices in the steady state operation of the power
grid into which they are incorporated, models that
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accurately capture their local and
neighboring
influences on line power flows and bus voltages
are indispensable. The mutual influences among the
devices can arise possibly resulting to adverse
interaction [3] [4]
The objectives of this study is to improve the
branch voltage profile of the electric networks and
improve the real power transfer capacity (load
ability) of congested power system transmission lines
at stable voltages using shunt FACTS devices. To
achieve this, load flow analysis was carried out at
various load varying cases for the Nigerian bus
grid system operated at 330kV using NEPLAN
simulator in order to:

Series-shunt, Combine Series-Series. For the purpose
of this study focused will be on series and shunt
controllers which will be applied on transmission lines
and buses respectively.

B. Series Controllers
Series controllers inject voltage in series with the line.
If the voltage is in phase quadrature with the line, the
series controllers only supplies or consumes variable
reactive power [6] [7] [8] they include SSSC, IPFC,
TCSC, TSSC, TCSR and TSSR. They can be
effectively used to control current and power flow in
the system and to damp system’s oscillations
[9][7][8]

Generate a base case load flow result.
Determine the optimal location of SVC using
Voltage Drop Index.
o

o

Install TCSC/SVC and perform load flow
analyses for singular and combined shunt
compensations.
Determine the resultant effect on the overall
voltage profile on account of the shunt
compensation.

C. Shunt Controllers
In practice, all shunt controllers inject current into the
system at the point of connection. Variable
shunt impedance connected to the line voltage can
cause a current flow and hence can cause injection
of current into the line. The reactive power injected can
be varied by varying the phase of the current. It may
be variable impedance, variable source or a
combination of the two [7]. The examples are Static
Synchronous Generator (SSG), Static VAR
Compensator (SVC).

A. Flexible Alternating Current Transmission
D. Description of Test Network
Systems (FACTS)
FACTS technology is not a single high-power
controller, but rather a collection of controllers,
which can be applied individually or in combination
with others to control one or more of the system
parameters [5].
In general, FACTS controllers can be divided into four
categories [6], namely: - Series, Shunt, Combine
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The test network is the Nigerian existing 330kV grid
of 41
buses.
The
network
contains
17
synchronous generators (thermal and hydro), 77
transmission lines and Load centers were used as
shown in figure 1.0. While the one-line diagram is
captured in that figure from NEPLAN simulator,
the
network
data
for generators, loads and
transmission line parameters are given
in
the
appendix table 4.0. As sourced from Transmission
Company of Nigeria, TCN.
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Figure 1.0 : One-Line Diagram of the Nigerian
330kV Test Network with 41 bus
II.

METHODOLOGY

Two (2) Facts devices are used to regulate the weak
bus voltage magnitude and phase angles, transmission
line reactance, active and reactive power flow
and transmission line loss reduction. This include
TCSC and SVC FACTS devices. NEPLAN, being
user-friendly simulation
software
with
its
modular
concepts incorporates all aspects of
electrical engineering with respect to transmission,
distribution, generation and industrial electric power
networks. Its proficiency for steady state power
system analysis and interactive interface has made
it a preferred choice for all analyses reported in this
paper. To achieve the objectives of this paper, the
following stepwise approaches (carried out using
NEPLAN simulation software) were adopted and
followed:

•
The base case network under review is a 41 Bus
Nigerian Electric grid of 330kV.
•
Bus admittance matrix of the transmission
lines is formed with transformer admittances ignored.
•
Load flow equations suitable for all electric
network, including the test network is formed whose
workability is tested using Mat lab codes for smaller
network.
•
The bus voltage magnitudes, power flows and
line losses on the lines for the base case was
determined using NEPLAN Simulator.
•
The TCSC/SVC mathematical model for
power flow/voltage regulation was incorporated into
the load flow equations model.
•
Simulation of the entire model was then
carried out with NEPLAN to investigate the impact
of the TCSC/SVC on the transmission line and at
the buses.

•
Power system transmission network model
was defined. A steady state balanced three-phased
model was represented by a single-phase model.
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A. Power System Transmission Model
Where For s= number of percentage real power
increase
For NPQ pure load buses in the network

Where Yik is the admittance for the transmission line
Between buses i andk
While Vi is the bus voltage at bus i and Vk is bus
voltage at bus k.
r = the stage of load flow analysis after load increase

For Power Flow

Mathematical Model of SVC for Reactive Power
Flow.

Mathematical Model of TCSC for Active Power flow
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III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Optimal Compensation Location using Voltage Drop
Index The load flow results of the 41bus system as
active power at all pure load buses are increased
through five steps of 10% each from a base case are
presented in Table 1.0.
The bus real power values for load flow analysis,
computed VDI Magnitude for real power load and
Load bus VDI in descending order results are
presented table 3.0: For each of the load flow case, the
bus voltage profile is presented in a bar chart figure 2.
The need for this increment is to observe the voltage
drop profile as increase is made from the base case to
50% the total active load with equal percentage
participation among the buses. However, the steady
state behaviour of the network was also tested at 10%
active load decrease from the base case. This analysis
preceded subsequent load increases.
The result and the analysis of this paper evaluates the
ideal location of compensating devices using VDI
method. This is then followed by the evaluation of the
steady state performance of the network with respect
to bus voltage magnitude and branch flows with the
insertion of series and shunt compensating devices
which produces Yola as the prime location for shunt
compensation as can be seen from the figure 2.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The study has demonstrated the investigation of the
ideal or choice location of shunt compensators to
improve voltage stability and branch flows in a
network. The Nigerian Bus system operated at 330kV
with 41 buses was used to evaluate voltage drop index
for load buses as active power varied at constant
reactive power values.
Each of the compensated cases when compared with
the base case bus load flow result showed significant
Improvement indicating that the compensation was
worth it. The best steady state operation case was
recorded when the trio of buses at Maiduguri.
Omotosho and Yola were all shunt compensated with
SVC. No bus in the network had any form of bus
voltage violation as the least bus voltage was well
within the prescribed limit
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APPENDIX
Table 1.0: Load Bus Real Power Values for Load flow Analysis
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Table 2.0 Computation of VDI from bus voltage magnitude for increasing load real power
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Table 3.0: Load Bus VDI in descending Order
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Table4: List of Generation Stations
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Table 6.0: List of Bus bars
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